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Ron Paul and Daniel McAdams discuss the many dubious vote counts, especially in
battleground states including Arizona, Florida, Georgia, Michigan, Nevada, North
Carolina and Pennsylvania, that point to election fraud. McAdams reveals that Hillary
Clinton’s former lawyer, Marc Elias, who hired Fusion GPS that produced the phony
Russian dossier against Trump, has been suing states to get election rules changed via
the mass legalization of ballot harvesting, mail-in voting, and extended deadlines
across the US. The introduction and legalization of “ballot harvesting,” where
operatives can collect and submit boxes of ballots without proof of identity, has
greatly distorted the vote tally. Hundreds of thousands of votes suddenly have been
“discovered.” The media, by censoring conservatives, was complicit in shifting the vote.
Social media also severely censored conservatives. Polls predicted a massive a ‘blue
wave’ that failed to happen, making it appear that polls are used as propaganda to favor
Democrats.
Trump got 26% of the vote from non-white people, despite the incessant accusations
against him by the media that he is a racist. Ron Paul spoke out against the lack of
morality in our country that has led to mass corruption, and against groups receiving
political favors.

The Transition Integrity Project, a gang of never-Trumpers, war-gamed how to make Trump
leave office in the event of a close race, and the scenarios are eerily similar to what
is now taking place.

Ron Paul and Daniel McAdams gave specific examples of incidents that are signs or
election fraud as every state that registered a delay, every state that stopped
counting, has registered more votes for Biden. In Georgia, Barak Obama’s former speech
writer urged Democrats to go door-to-door to fix their ballots on November 4th, the day
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after the election! A Pennsylvania judge ruled that all candidates and accredited
observers be permitted to watch the vote count after they were blocked form watching
absentee ballot counts, but they are still being blocked. Trump had a strong lead in
Philadelphia, but days before the election Josh Shapiro, the Attorney General of
Pennsylvania, predicted that “if all the votes are added up in PA, Trump is going to
lose.” Two boxes containing 23,722 ballots were found and all of them were votes for
Biden, which seems to be a statistical impossibility.

In Detroit, poll workers barred observers and even covered the windows while counting
mail-in ballots. Over 500 mail-in ballots for Trump were found dumped at Marysville
precinct in Michigan. In Arizona, in some areas, voters were given Sharpie permanent
felt pens to mark their ballots, but the ink bled through to the next page, causing the
ballots to be invalidated. North Carolina simply stopped counting votes as Trump took
the lead, and says it will finish counting November 12.

From Breitbart:

Marc Elias, the Democratic lawyer behind many of the voting changes causing havoc in the
2020 presidential election, is also responsible for hiring Fusion GPS to compile the
“Russia dossier” to dig up dirt on Donald Trump in the 2016 race.

Elias works for the Perkins Coie law firm in Washington, DC, and once represented
Hillary Clinton’s presidential campaign. In 2017, the Washington Post identified Elias
and Perkins Coie as having hired the Fusion GPS opposition research firm on behalf of
the Clinton campaign and the Democratic National Committee (DNC).

Fusion GPS, in turn, hired former British spy Christopher Steele, who fabricated
sensational claims that helped lead to the FBI surveillance of the Trump campaign, and
sustained claims of “Russia collusion” that haunted the Trump administration but were
later discredited. Critics claimed that Clinton and the DNC never properly reported the
payments to Fusion GPS in federal campaign filings.

As Breitbart News has reported throughout the 2020 election, Elias often led Democrats
in suing election authorities in battleground states to change their voting rules to
expand vote-by-mail, extend deadlines, or relax rules to prevent fraud.

In April 2020, Breitbart News reported that Elias had demanded vote-by-mail across the
nation, and less restrictive rules, in an article in The Atlantic — a publication known
for its editorial hostility to Trump. Hillary Clinton tweeted her agreement

Read full article here…
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Milwaukee City Wire:

https://mkecitywire.com/stories/564495243-analysis-seven-milwaukee-wards-report-more-202
0-presidential-votes-than-registered-voters-biden-nets-146k-votes-in-city

The Gateway Pundit:

‘I Can’t Believe What I’m Seeing – This is a Coup’ – Registered Democrat and Poll
Watcher Details Corruption at Philly Vote Counting Center (VIDEO)

BREAKING: Georgia Secretary of State Announces Recount (VIDEO)

WATCH: Ballot Count Watcher Describes At Least 130,000 Ballots ALL FOR BIDEN Arriving in
Three Vehicles in Detroit in Dead of Night (VIDEO)

MICHIGAN POLL WATCHER: Ballots Were Turned In With No Names On Them (VIDEO)
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